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Bounty Land Warrant information relating to Starke Moss VAS775   vsl  11VA 
  Transcribed by Will Graves      7/27/13 
[Methodology:  Spelling, punctuation and/or grammar have been corrected in some instances for ease of reading and to facilitate searches of the 
database.  Where the meaning is not compromised by adhering to the spelling, punctuation or grammar, no change has been made.  Corrections or 
additional notes have been inserted within brackets or footnotes.  Blanks appearing in the transcripts reflect blanks in the original. A bracketed 
question mark indicates that the word or words preceding it represent(s) a guess by me.  Only materials pertinent to the military service of the 
veteran and to contemporary events have been transcribed. Affidavits that provide additional information on these events are included and 
genealogical information is abstracted, while standard, 'boilerplate' affidavits and attestations related solely to the application, and later nineteenth 
and twentieth century research requests for information have been omitted.  I use speech recognition software to make all my transcriptions.  
Such software misinterprets my southern accent with unfortunate regularity and my poor proofreading fails to catch all misinterpretations.  Also, 
dates or numbers which the software treats as numerals rather than words are not corrected: for example, the software transcribes "the eighth of 
June one thousand eighty six" as "the 8th of June 1786."  Please call errors or omissions to my attention.] 
  
[From bounty land records in the Library of Virginia] 
 
[Note: the first 4 pages of documents in this file are illegible as posted online] 
 
[p 5] 
 I do certify that Stark Moose [sic] was a Seaman and afterwards a midshipman in the 
Virginia State Navy and in or about the year 1782 previous to the close of the war was killed in 
Hampton.  Given under my hand & seal this 14th April 1831 
    S/ Benjamin Hatton 
Sworn to before me, and Alderman of the Borough of Norfolk, this 14th day April 1831 
    S/ Geo. T. Kenny [???] 
    Alderman 
 
[p 7] 
   To the Governor of Virginia 
 Your petitioners John Moss & others nephew & nieces of Stark Moss respectfully state 
 That their uncle Stark Moss was a midshipman of the Virginia State Navy in the war of 
the Revolution & they never received his Bounty of Land, to which they became entitled on 
account of his services in the War, no land Bounty having been ever allowed – 
 Mr. Singleton who was an officer of the Navy testified to his services & says that he 
understood he became a midshipman. 
 Mr. Hatton swears positively that he was a midshipman & died in service in 1782.  – 
 The records show that his depreciation was drawn as a Carpenter – which is to be 
explained no doubt by the fact that he was a Carpenter most of his time & became a midshipman 
shortly before his death & after the Government ceased to pay the officers in depreciated money 
in 1780 – 
 The land Bounty is respectfully solicited. 
    S/ A. M. Green  
    for the petitioners 
Mr. Hatton is a highly respectable man in Norfolk & if evidence of his veracity be wanting – it 
can be got. 
 
It does not appear by the records of the Land Office of Virginia that a Military Warrant ever 
issued from the said office on account of the services of Stark Moss. 
Teste    S/ Wm Selden, A. L. Off. Nov. 4, 1831 
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